Client Testimonials

Dear A. V.
Due to a positive feed back we received from our Cooks who undergon training from IFS and the feed
back from our crew about improved standard of cooking on board our vessels.
Kindly let me know when will be your next training. We have some of our cooks on holiday which we
want to sent for training.
Best regards,
Capt. S. Trompeta | ORION

Dear A. V.
Once again, we had received very positive and happy feedbacks from our Masters onboard regarding
the performance of our Ship Cook after participating in the IFS training.
Keep up our good work and really appreciated with you and your team effort.
Please kindly find debriefing result and evaluation report of CK F. Aliansyah.
With kind regards,
A.L. Eldrianto | Anthony Veder

Client testimonials

Dear A.
Today, Fit Aliansyah visits our office after onboard at Coral Sticho and meet with Pak Angga and me.
We are also see that he obtains a good appraisal from the Master. The results are :
1.
He is a good cook without resulting complains from the Capt. Jansen and Capt. Ardley. As we
know, that both of them are the most “hard” and critical captains and CK Fit is able to handle it.
2.
He could implement the knowledge from IFS Training during his onboard at Alicia. For your info,
during one and half month, he was handle by himself without any massmen and it is in Christmas season. It is impossible to arrange and organize the kitchen without being trained first.
3.
During his onboard, he got a visit from IFS and he brought a good results. No findings or complains are appeared and Capt. Jansen is happy for the results. The captain also gave an appreciation
to him for being independently handle the inspectors from IFS and also for his efforts and initiatives to
maintain the stockeeping.
Therefore, we congratulate him for his excellent job and motivate him to not satisfied and always improve
more. We still consider what challenges vessel that he will on board. Reverting.
Hope to inform you sufficiently.
Many Thanks,
S. A. Theresia
Supporting Officer | Anthony Veder

